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NEVER reach out towards the TAPO-G’s movable parts or operating areas while all lamps in the signal

 indicator flash even if the TAPO-G machine is on halt. The TAPO-G will automatically and suddenly

 start operation.

The automatic bobbin change device automatically switches from current bobbin 1 to next bobbin 2 and

 restarts the weaving machine, as well as preventing the innermost layer yarn on the current bobbin from

 becoming woven into a fabric.

If bobbin sensor 3 detects the remaining yarn on current bobbin 1 decreased, the weaving machine ejects

 the innermost layer until yarn tail-end sensor 4 detects the glued point between the yarn tail end of

 current bobbin 1 and the yarn leading end of next bobbin 2 passing through. After the glued point is

 ejected, the machine automatically restarts.

When the automatic bobbin change device is in operation, the signal indicator flashes, informing workers

 of it. If the automatic bobbin change fails, the yellow signal lamp only flashes, to signal operator

 intervention is required.
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5.13.1 Automatic Bobbin Changer Device
 Operation, Combined with Weaving
 Machine Operation

(1) If the remaining yarn on current bobbin 1 decreases so that bobbin sensor 3 detects the innermost

 layer, the weaving machine comes to a stop.

(2) The weaving machine automatically reverses up to the "Reverse Ang. at Weft Stop (TAPO)."

(3) The machine initializes the air pressure of the main nozzle.

(4) The machine runs at high speed to eject the remaining yarn into suction dust box 9, pick by pick,

 with main nozzle 6, sub nozzles, and stretch nozzle 8.

(5) Yarn tail-end sensor 4 detects the glued point between the yarn tail end of current bobbin 1 and the

 yarn leading end of next bobbin 2 passing through. Then, the machine keeps ejecting the weft for the

 time length specified on the function panel to eject the glued point.

(6) Electric drum 5 carries out base winding. The machine runs to a position closest to the front in the

 forward direction and then cuts off the weft.

(7) The machine reverses up to the "Reverse Ang. at Weft Stop (TAPO)."

(8) Stretch nozzle 8 and end sub nozzle start jetting to eject the weft remaining within the shed warp

 into the suction dust box.

(9) The machine reverses to the start angle and goes into the normal operation.
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As shown at left, put full bobbin 2 on adapter 3
and then move bobbin sensor 1 to the right and

left to learn in which range the sensor indicator

comes on. At the center of the range, position

bobbin sensor 1.

The up-down position of bobbin sensor 1 depends

on how much should be the remaining yarn. The

lower the bobbin sensor position, the less the

remaining yarn.

(1) Turn the MODE switch to the L-ON position.

(2) Put full bobbin 2 on adapter 3, then turn the

 sensitivity adjuster clockwise. If the sensor

 indicator comes on, mark the position of the

 sensitivity adjuster as "A" point.

(3) Remove the full bobbin from the adapter, put

 an empty bobbin instead. Turn the sensitivity

 adjuster clockwise. If the sensor indicator

 comes on, mark the position of the sensitivity

 adjuster as "B" point.

(4) Turn the sensitivity adjuster counterclockwise.

 If the sensor indicator goes off, mark the

 position as "C" point.

(5) Set the sensitivity adjuster at the center of

 "A" and "C" points.

If no "B" point is found, set the sensitivity

 adjuster at the center of "A" point and the

 Max. position.

　

CAUTION:

・Never turn the sensitivity adjuster with an

 excessive force or by using a screwdriver

 whose tip does not match the groove

 provided in the adjuster. Doing so may

 break the sensitivity adjuster.

・The lens case is plastic. If stained, lightly

 wipe the lens case with a dry, soft cloth.

5.13.2 Adjusting the Bobbin Sensors

[1]　Positioning the bobbin sensors

　　

[2]　Adjusting the sensor sensitivity
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Touch [Map] – [TailEnd].

(1) By touching the [Setting] switch, the screen

 on the left appears. This screen is used to

 select the bobbin and tail sensors used, and to

 set color allocation.

(2) Assign bobbin sensor color

1 color

Turn [ON] all bobbin sensors for bobbins

 being used, set to [Color 1], and turn [OFF]

 any bobbin sensors that are not being used.

2 colors

Turn [ON] all bobbin sensors for bobbins

 being used, and allocate bobbin sensors for

 the bobbin being used for each color.

(3) Tail sensor allocation

1 color

Turn [ON] all tail sensors for bobbins being

 used, set to [Color 1], and turn [OFF] any

 bobbin sensors that are not being used.

2 colors

Turn [ON] all tail sensors for bobbins being

 used, and assign tail sensors being used for

 each color.

(4) Turn [Start not possible with empty bobbin]

 [ON] or [OFF]. With [Automatic tail handler]

 ON, turn [ON] to prevent a processing failure

 when forgetting to replenish bobbins.

(5) Turn [Machine stop when tail sensor

 detected] [ON] or [OFF].

Tail end discharge is required with glass, and

 so the machine is never used with this setting

 [OFF].

Turn [OFF] for textile where operation is

 continued without requiring tail end discharge.

5.13.3 Automatic Tail Handler Function panel
 settings

[1]　Basic settings
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(6) Turn [Automatic tail handler] [ON] or [OFF].

After the bobbin sensor detects an empty

 bobbin, weft is discharged until tail sensor

 input.

Following tail sensor input, further weft is

 discharged for the length of time set in [Weft

 discharge time after tail sensor detection]. If

 there is no tail sensor input, a failure displays

 following discharge for the number of seconds

 set in [Timeout of automatic yarn tail handler].

If [Automatic tail handler] is [ON], always

 turn the [Tail sensor] setting [ON] also.

(7) Set the [Weft discharge time after tail sensor

 detection].

The setting range is 0 to 15 s, and the

 standard setting is 3 to 5 s.

(8) Set the [Timeout of automatic yarn tail

 handler].

If the tail sensor does not detect the tail end

 within this time following bobbin sensor

 detection, the indicator lamp flashes yellow, a

 "Remaining Yarn Discharge Failure Color

 No. Bobbin No." error is displayed on the

 function panel, and processing is aborted.

The setting range is 0 to 600 s, and the

 standard setting is 60 s.

(9) Set [Auto processing only when tail end

 detected].

Turn [ON] when there is no need to discard

 bobbin bottom yarn, and only tail end

 discharge is required.

Following sensor input, weft is discharged for

 the number of seconds set in [Weft Discharge

 Time After Tail Sensor Detection]. If the

 [Bobbin sensor] setting is [ON], weft

 discharge is performed even if an empty

 bobbin is detected, and therefore the [Bobbin

 sensor] setting should be turned [OFF] when

 discharging tail end only.

(10) Set the [Cheese exchange pressure setting].

The main pressure when changing bobbins

 (full bobbins) following bobbin sensor and tail

 sensor input is set at the screen displayed by

 touching the icon on the left.
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(1) By touching the [Value] switch, the screen on

 the left appears. The status of each sensor

 can be checked.

Bobbin sensor: Orange when empty, white

 when normal

Tail sensor: Orange when signals input

　

NOTE: The tail sensor limit switch returns to

 its normal position with a spring, and

 therefore the signal input status does

 not remain the same. If the orange

 light remains ON, it is likely that wire

 damage or a limit switch failure has

 occurred.

[2]　Sensor status check
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Shown at left are the bobbin sensor numbers (B1

to B4) and yarn tail-end sensor numbers (T1 to

T4).
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